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To:  Interested Parties 

From: Daniel Gotoff, Celinda Lake, and McCauley Pugh, Lake Research Partners 

RE: New Citywide Survey Shows Majorities of Chicagoans Oppose Latest CPS School Re-Opening Plan 

Date: October 29, 2020 

The following memo summarizes key takeaways from a recently completed survey of Chicago likely voters 

on the issue of public schools re-opening.1 The findings are unmistakable, with more than 7-in-10 Chicago 

voters agreeing that Chicago Public Schools should not be re-opened until the spread of the virus is 

controlled. Furthermore, engaging a debate over the CPS plan to return students to in-person learning as 

cases continue to spike results in majorities soundly rejecting that proposal. 

 Fully 72% of voters agree with the statement “Chicago schools should not be re-opened until the 
spread of the virus is controlled, and in the meantime should focus on remote learning, testing, 
contract tracing and ventilation”, including 60% of voters who strongly agree. Just 22% of voters 
disagree with the statement. 

 

 Chicagoans are of one mind on this issue, with support for making remote learning a success 
extending to 84% of African American voters, 62% of Latinx voters, and 67% of white voters. 
Parents with children in Chicago Public Schools are particularly likely to agree, with 79% agreeing 
and just 20% disagreeing.  
 

 Engaging a debate over the CPS proposal to return students to in-person learning at Chicago Public 
Schools results in solid majorities of voters continuing to oppose re-opening. After hearing 
arguments on both sides of the issues, 61% of voters side with the statement focusing on the 
inadequacy of the CPS plan and advocating for continuing remote learning, versus just 35% who 

                                                           
1 Lake Research Partners designed and administered this survey, which was conducted via phone, using live, 
professional interviewers over a representative mix of landlines and cells, as well as online using text-to-online 
methodology. The survey reached 500 likely 2023 municipal voters in the City of Chicago between October 24 –26, 
2020. The margin of error for the full sample is +/-4.4%.  
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Agree Disagree DK

Agree or Disagree: Chicago Public Schools should not be re-opened for in-person learning
until community spread of the virus is controlled, especially in our most vulnerable
communities—instead they should focus on improving remote learning, while investing in
more testing, contact tracing and upgraded ventilation systems that scientists and public
health experts say protect against airborne transmission, the main source of infection?
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prefer the statement in support of the CPS proposal. Two-thirds of African American voters (67%), 
63% of Latinx voters, and 55% of white voters support the position that CPS should focus on 
making remote learning more successful, rather than turning students and school communities 
into coronavirus super-spreaders. 

 
Next, I’m going to read you two statements about what to do with Chicago Public Schools while the 
COVID-19 pandemic is still ongoing. After hearing both statements, please tell me which one comes 
closer to your own point of view, even if neither is exactly right. [ROTATE]  
[REMOTE ONLY UNTIL VIRUS UNDER CONTROL]  [RE-OPEN UNDER CPS GUIDELINES]  
[Some/ other people say…] The continued push 
for immediate in-person learning while the 
pandemic rages on is a lethal mistake. We’ve 
passed 220,000 COVID deaths and even the 
Mayor admits Chicago’s COVID numbers are bad 
and getting worse, especially in Black and Brown 
communities. Of course, remote learning is 
challenging for students, families, and teachers. 
But the alternative—re-opening schools before 
the virus is under control—is worse. And this 
proposal doesn’t even address critical issues of 
mass COVID testing or upgrading ventilation to 
prevent airborne transmission. Turning students 
and school communities into coronavirus super-
spreaders only further endangers the lives of all 
Chicagoans.  

[Some/ other people say…] Chicago Public Schools 
has a reopening plan that provides high-quality in-
person learning in healthy, safe learning 
environments—first for special education students 
and young learners in November, then for all K-12 
students in early 2021. The proposal’s health 
guidelines include mandatory mask-wearing, 
temperature checks, symptom screeners, electric 
spray disinfectants, readily-available sanitizer, and 
tracking of infection rates to ensure new cases are 
low. The alternative, keeping students—including 
our most vulnerable students—from critical in-
person services, means their social, emotional, and 
academic needs will continue to go unmet, and will 
force the city to lay off teachers and close some 
schools.  

Continue remote learning: 61% 
Re-open under CPS guidelines: 35% 

 This data reinforces findings from a separate survey conducted at the end of the summer, which 

found Chicago voters highly concerned about the prospect of students and school communities 

becoming super-spreaders of the coronavirus.2  Fully 78% of voters rated this possibility between 

an “8-10” on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means it is not a concern at all and 10 means it is a 

major concern, including 65% who rated it a “10”, the highest expression of concern available 

offered. 

 

 That poll also found voters responding with resounding support for every component of a CTU 

plan for Chicago Public Schools during the pandemic. The most popular components of that plan 

included CPS providing internet access and a laptop or tablet to all students (84% support overall, 

75% strong support), increasing the number of teacher assistants available during remote learning 

to support student and family learning needs (82% support, 72% strong support), and providing 

learning opportunities to parents and caregivers on how to assist students with remote learning, 

offered at several different times to reach as many people as possible (82% support, 67% strong 

support). In addition, Chicago voters supported CPS providing one full-time nurse and one social 

worker to each school to monitor and support students and staff's physical and mental health, 

upon the eventual transition to in-person learning (86% support, 72% strong support).  

                                                           
2 Lake Research Partners survey. N=600 likely 2023 municipal voters in the City of Chicago. July 30 – August 4, 2020. 
Margin of error: +/-4.0%.  


